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C. Payson Smith
Appointed To
Faculty
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Final Exams Begin
Tues., 8:00 A.M.
Don't Forget!
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Commencement Exercises Tapping of /7 Owls A Record; Leon Breton Payson Smith Appointed
Receives Award Maine Faculty Member
5 Phiblu Delis, 3 Phi Gams
Set to Begin with Ball
From Harvard
Harvard Professor
Includes Class,
Alumni Days,
Baccalaureate

Opening officially with the Commencement Ball Thursday evening,
June 6, the Commencement program
this year will include Class Day, Friday. June 7; Alumni Day, Saturday.
June 8; Baccalaureate services on
Sunday, June 9; and will end with
the Commencement exercises Monday,
June 10.
The Baccalaureate sermon will be
delivered by the Rev. Rensel Harold
Colby, of South Paris. Fred Englehardt, president of the University of
New Hampshire, will give the Commencement address.
All-Maine Women Give Pageant
Friday's program features the activities of the senior class, including
the class meeting and Class Day exercises. In the afternoon the AllMaine Women will present a pageant,
"The Little Match Girl," followed by
Open House at the home of President
and Mrs. Hauck from 4:30 p.m. to
0 p.m. Athletic and campus moving
pictures will be shown by Ted Curtis, faculty manager of athletics, in
the evening, concluding with the Commencement Ball in the Memorial Gym
at 9 o'clock.
Alumni Day, on Saturday, will be
highlighted by the return of eleven
reunion classes, including the fiftyyear class, 1890, and the twenty-fiveyear class, 1915. Other classes returning are 1906, 1907, 1908, 1925,
1926, 1927, 1928, 1934, and 1938. The
alumni banquet will take place in the
Memorial Gym at 6 p.m., following
the traditional parade of classes.
Rudy Vallee Returning
Special speakers at the banquet will
be Rudy Vallee, '25, returning for his
first Commencement program since
his undergraduate days, and Frank
Banks, '06, civil engineer who constructed the Coulee and Bonville dams.
Raymond H. Fogler, '15, president of
the W. T. Grant Company, will act
as toastmaster, with Fred D. Knight,
'09, of Boston, presiding. Senior president, Harold A. Gerrish, will speak
in behalf of the class of 1940.
Also on Saturday's program are the
alumni luncheon at noon in honor of
the fifty-year class, stunts by the reunion classes in the Oval,

Graduate School
Of Business Gives
National Scholarship
Lcon

Speaker

-

Iii

Orono, May 24—Seventeen members Phi Kappa Sigma pledge. Haines is a
of the Class of 1943, chosen for their member of the class executive comqualities as leaders in class activities, mittee and of the football squad. He
were tapped for Sophomore Owls this is a pledge to Beta Theta Pi. Harvey
is on the track and baseball squads.
afternoon.
He is a pledge to Kappa Sigma.
They were:
Martinez is president of his class.
Creamer
John J
A cross country and track man, he has
Dana Coolidge Dingley
J. Breton, technology senior,
been elected to serve next year as the
Stanley Wilford Frost
has been awarded a national scholarAthletic
the
of
member
sophomore
James Carleton Goodchild
ship in the Harvard Graduate School
Association. He was a chairman of
Frank Warren Haines, Jr.
of Business Administration, the comActeam.
campaign
library
student
a
George Stanley Harvey, Jr.
mittee on scholarships announced
tive in the Arts Club, he is a pledge
Richard Edward Martinez
Tuesday.
of Phi Gamma Delta.
Dwight Campbell Moody
Thirty-one national scholarships, in
Moody is a cross country and track
Scales Nickerson
Clift
amounts varying from $100 to $1,000,
Kappa
Eta
Phi
to
pledge
a
is
he
man;
Jr.
Berth' Lee Pratt,
and 35 Alumni Club scholarships of
fraternity. Nickerson is a member of
Lloyd Frank Quint
$300 each have been awarded to 66
the football, basketball, and baseball
John Robert Findley
students entering the School of Busiteams; he is a pledge to Phi Gamma
Frederick Johnson Shepard
ness Administration next September.
Delta. Pratt is the University's tennis
John Charter. Stewart
Breton has been awarded the
champion and was a member of the
Gordon Kenneth Tooley
two
basketball squad. He is pledged to Charles Payson scholarship and
Lowell Ellwood Ward
scholarships at the UniUniversity
Delta.
Mu
Phi
Robert harry Weisman
versity of Maine. He is a member
The Owls of the Class of 1942 Quint played on the basketball team
of Scabbard and Blade, Student Senchose the maximum number allowed and is on the baseball squad. He is
ate, Interfraternity Council, the "M"
under the constitution, for the first a pledge to Sigma Chi. Radley is the
Club, and was president of the SophoOwl
a
other
Award,
the
of
recipient
time in the organization's history, bemore Owls. He has been elected to
Four)
(Continued on Page
cause the present freshman class is
Tau Beta Pi and Phi Kappa Phi.
exceptionally strong in leaders and
This is the first year that the Naathletes.
tional Scholarship plan, inaugurated
Creamer has run on the cross counat Harvard College by President
try and track teams. He is a pledge
James B. Conant in 1934, has been
of Sigma Alpha Epsilon. Dingley is
put into operation at the business
the recipient of a Charles F. WoodHamlet and Family Portrait are school. The scholarships were grantman scholarship and the Owl Award. definitely scheduled to be produced by ed to 31 students from 27 colleges,
He played on the football team and is the Maine Masque next year, accord- coming from 19 different states and
a pledge to Phi Mu Delta. Frost is a ing to an announcement by Herschel the District of Columbia. A total
cross country man and also a pledge Bricker, its director. Plans for the of 365 candidates competed
to Phi Mu Delta.
four annual productions have already
Goodchild is a football man and a been started.
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A.M.W. To Give
Pageant During
Graduation Week
Phyllis Marks Is
Adaptor of Story
'Little Match Girl'

Masque Season
Includes 'Hamlet'

Cadet Corps In
Annual Inspection

lOn Faculty

Leads List of
Staff Changes

ot Dr. Payson
The app ii
Smith, distinguished educator of long
standing and at present a member of
the faculty of the Graduate School of
Education of Harvard University, to
the position of Professor of Education in the University of Maine School
of Education, was announced by President Arthur A. Hauck here today.
Dr. Smith's appointment will take
effect at the beginning of the fall
semester next September, after completing his services with the Harvard
Summer Session, 0. S. Lutes, dean
of the School of Education, announced
at the same time.
Payson Smith, long a nationallyknown figure in American education,
is well known to the teachers and
school administrators of Maine. Born
in Portland and educated there and
DR. PAYSON SMITH
at Tufts College, he served as teacher, high school principal, and superintendent of schools in his native state.
Long Massachusetts Commissioner
In 1907 be was appointed commissioner of education for the state of
Maine, a position he filled with great
distinction until 1917, when he was
appointed commissioner of Massachu'25
setts. During his long tenure in Massachusetts, he became one of the leadbig state commissioners in the United
States. In 1939 he received the AmerRudy Vallee, member of the class ican Award for distinguished service
of 1925, will return to the University to American education.
At the University Dr. Smith will
during the Commencement program to
celebrate with his classmates their fif- teach courses in administration and
teenth reunion, according to an an- supervision in the School of Educanouncement made from the alumni tion. He will also be available for a
office. This will be the first opportun- limited number of extension courses
ity the world-famous stage, radio, and for teachers and school administrators
screen entertainer has had since his each year, and for advisory service
student days to participate in the on school problems in the State.
Name Two Wild Life Assistants
Cotnmencement program.
Further appointments to the faculty
In addition to returning for the
general program and joining in the include that of Harold Jacobsen Dyer
1925 class reunion, Vallee will also as a graduate assistant in wildlife
he featured among other outstanding conservation in the College of Agrialumni as a speaker during the ban- culture. He will receive his B.S. dequet program in the evening of Alum- gree from the University of Maine in
June. Michael J. Takos, who will reni Day, Saturday, June 8.
(Continued on Page Paso)
Made Stein Song Famous

Rudy Vallee To Be
At Maine During
Graduation Week
Class
Alumni of
Made Stein Song
Known Nationally

According to present plans music
The annual pageant oi the Allwill be written especially for the perCommenceof
part
Maine Women, a
formance of Hamlet, in which Earle
ment exercises, will be presented FriRankin will play the title role. This
Coburn
The annual inspection of the Unibeside
field
the
on
7,
day, June
will be only the second time, as far
'40,
versity of Maine Reserve Officers'
Marks,
Phyllis
Hall. Written by
as it is possible to determine, that
Training Corps is being held May 23
and Catherine Ward, '41, the pageant
this play has been done in its entirety
and 24 with Colonel C. B. Myer,
is an adaptation of the children's story,
in the United States.
Coast Artillery Corps, and Major
The Little 31001 Girl, and is being
Family Portrait promises to be the William A. Collier, General Staff, indirected by Miss Eileen Cassidy of
year's
Town.
coming
Our
According
fantry, on campus as inspecting offithe physical education department.
to advance reports of the agents' sales, cers.
Those taking part are: Mavis
this play is going to be the year's most
The demonstration featured oral
Creamer, the match girl; Elene GleaPreliminary reports of senior place- popular non-professional production.
examinations in the classrooms and
son, Mother Goose; Emily Hopkins, ments indicate that half of the graduTwo other plays will be given to
Old King Cole; Bette Webb, Humpty ating class will be employed by gradu- complete the season. Among those yesterday and today practical drills
Dumpty; Jean Kimball, Little Boy ation as a result of the combined being considered are: High Tor; If I and on Friday morning, ending with
Blue; Mary Louise White, Betty Ry- efforts of the Placement Bureau, the Irer King; .411, Wilderness; Outward the inspection, review, and parade of
an, and Shirley Mitchell, Fiddlers committee on appointments of the Were King; Aim, Wilderness; Out- the entire cadet corps.
Sabers were presented by Major
Three; Barbara Savage, Betty Bar- School of F.ducation, the agricultural ward Bound; and Abe Lincoln in IlliEugene C. Merrill, Reserve Officers'
ker, Marjorie Whitehouse, Ernestine education department, other divisions nois.
Pinkham, Katharine Ingalls, Ruth of the University, and through the
Corps, to Cadet Lieutenant-Colonel
Remembered from his student days
Liimell, Beth Trott, and June Bridges, efforts of the seniors themselves.
Norman E. Whitney, battalion com- as the earliest young saxaphone player
mander, and to Cadet Major Leon J. who rehearsed in the Orono town hall
angels.
"The quality of these jobs," said
Breton. battalion executive. The sa- in order not to disturb fellow fraterVirginia May, Elizabeth Gammons, Philip J. Brockway, director of the
bers were given by the Maine Reserve nity members, Rudy has carried the
Frances Bickford, Shirley Berger, Placement Bureau, "seems to be betThe annual spring picnic of the Officers' Association.
Molly Kagen. Natalie Stevens, Lois ter than for past years. The number
name of Maine to far corners of the
Final reports from the faculty libraMembers of the rifle team who com- earth by his popularization of the ry campaign, including the non-alumni
Stone, Ida Rolnick, Lee Scammons, of jobs is also greater than last year." Spanish Club was held Wednesday
Mavis Creamer, Elizabeth Emery, and
A trend toward an increase in evening. May 15, at the new Hartwell peted for the Hearst trophy, which Stein Song. As leader of the Con- as well as the alumni results, show an
Isabelle Crosby, King Cole's dan- specialized jobs was seen, mainly in Camp Grounds in Old Town. After was won by Maine, received medals necticut Yankees, the orchestra with unusually high percentage of support
cers; Evelyn Tondreau, Josephine engineering. Openings for students supper a business meeting was held at from Ernest Hoftyzer, of Boston, which and through which he has car- with a total of 94% of all prospects
the Hearst newspapers. ried on to stage and radio fame, he
pledging $18,555 toward the UniverThe Prison, junior year-Imok, v.111 Blake, Jennie Bridges, Muriel Pratt, in the colleges of Arts and Sciences, which plans were made for a dance representing
These included Richard Coffin, Mc- has become known throughout the
sity's new library.
lm available to members of this class Audrey Koehler, Helen Deering, Mad- Agriculture, and Education seem to to be held in the early fall.
Harry
Day,
McCain,
James
The new officers are: Buel Godwin, Clure
country. At the same time, through
at the office of Mr. Irving Pierce in eliene Banton, Priscilla Hayes, Helen be about the same.
Prospects in the non-alumni camhis own singing and acting, his per- paign were confined to those memA considerable number of jobs was president; Agnes Walsh, vice presi- Peavey, and Eben Leavitt.
Alumni Hall on Monday. May 27, Mehann, Louise Hastings, Marion
winning
shot
team
who
the
Men
on
Roberts,
Ward,
acclaim
Shirley
the
secretaryGoos,
him
Catherine
brought
dent;
has
Celia
sonality
Libby,
repby
interviews
made
through
obtained
according to an announcement
bers of the faculty and administration
First Corps Area competition of thousands of theatre-goers and
:his week. Others who have ordered and Elizabeth Peaslee, Children in a resentatives from E. I. DuPont De treasurer; William Dow, publicity; the
who were not graduates of the Uniby
medals
Colonel
were
presented
Ryan,
to
%Vest,
Patricia
York
social
Clifford
Hood,
New
chairman.
radio listeners from
Nemours, Ingersoll Rand, Armstrong
them will be able to obtain their copies Shoe; Natalie
versity. The campaign was carried
They
Richard
were:
Myer.
B.
C.
Maddocics,
Virginia Stevens, Lucille
Hollywood.
Cork, Cutler Hammer, Scott Paper, Those who attended were: Miss
on Wednesday. May 29.
on under the direction of Professor
A keynote of informality and color Betty Albert, Florence Cousins, Edith General Electric, H. P. Hood, W. T. Frances Arnold. Catherine Ward, Pa- Coffin, McClure Day, Robert Dodge, Vallee started his career in 1927 A. M. Turner and helpers in the variHarry as a musician and orchestra leader.
will mark the 1941 edition, edited by Hurley, and Marion Lundgren, King's Grant, Westinghouse Electric, Mont- tricia (kgan, Shirley Ashman, Carl Clarence Dow, James McCain,
ous divisions of the University. A
gomery Ward, Caterpillar Tractor, Blom, Agnes Walsh, Clifford West, Peavey, Ralph Pipes, Richard Nor- His lasting popularity with radio au- total of 155 prospects in this nonAllan Piper. New full-page pictures Guards.
and
Richard
Charles
ton,
Sinkinson,
Orris
William
Perry,
Hewitt,
Richard
diences was proven by the completion alumni group made 140 pledges. They
On committees for arrangements Allis Chalmers, United States Rubber,
will introduce each section, and more
last September of an unbroken period pledged altogether a mai of $12,013.
color than ever is being used. There are Rachel Kent, Marjorie Deering. Liberty Mutual Insurance, Wright Karl, Shirley Berg, Milton Weinstein, Smith.
of ten years of variety programs on
will be new pages of informal shots Mary Bates, Mary Boone, Elizabeth Aeronautical, General Ice Cream, and Donald Graffam, Laurie Parker, Ada
Meanwhile the alumni members of
Emery, and Virginia Jewett, cos- the Eastern States Farmers Exchange. Saltzman, William Dow, Iluel Godthe radio.
about the campus.
the faculty, co-operating with Penob(Continued on Page Four)
Because of the added expenses of tumes; Margaret Hauck, Betty Kruse, Teaching posts have been obtained win, Mr. and Mrs. Peter Gautier, Mrs.
scot County alumni in a campaign
the color and features, the Prism ban- Virginia Pease, Priscilla Bickford, through the School of Education. Ruth Packard, and Robert Fortier.
on the campus under the direction of
quet will not be held this year. Shin- Alma Hansen, and Elizabeth Gam- Other students are going into extenProfessor Wallace Elliott, '26, called
Last Sunday afternoon and evening
gles will be awarded to the staff, and mons, rehearsals; Jane Holmes, Mari- sion work and graduate study in
on a total of 98 prospects and reforty members of the Wesley Foundapecial recognition keys will be given an Fitzgerald, and Corinne Comstock, home economics and professional
ceived 97 pledges for a standing of
tion attended an outing and conference
properties; Gertrude Tondreau, Cathe- schools. It is expected that the usual
deserving members.
The alumni group pledged a
a( Villa Vaughan, Pushaw Pond. Soft
Fourteen scholarships of $100 each 99%.
rine Ward, and Helen Wormwood. high percentage of from eighty to
Artemus E. NVeatherbee, who grad- ball, swimming, boating, relay races. will be awarded next year to freshmen total of $6,542.
staging; Dorothy Shiro, music and ninety per cent of the class will be
uated from the University of Maine and singing occupied the afternoon in the College of Agriculture at the
placed by next fall.
programs.
last spring, will, as one of forty top- and early evening. A weenie roast University 'of Maine, by the Sears
ranking college graduates, finish a followed at the Point and then a dis- Roebuck
Agricultural Foundation,'
year of practical experience as a cussion of plans for next year's Wes- President Arthur A. Hauck announced
Eighty guests attended the Research
trainee in the federal government ley Foundation program.
today.
Day banquet and exhibits which were
A recital was presented by faculty
This coming Sunday at 7 p.m. in
June I.
held on the campus Friday. The proScholarships will be awarded only to and student members of the applied
meeting
last
the
vestry,
church
the
These trainees, or "government ingram at Maine was held in conjunccourse
four-year
the
freshmen entering
music courses Wednesday evening,
terns," are brought to Washington. of the season will be held, at which
tion with similar meetings held in
in agriculture. Selection of the re- May 22, in Studio A of the departwill
officers
elected
newly
the
time
Institute
by
of
C.,
National
I).
the
Many
states.
England
New
live other
cipients will be based on character, ment of music, North Stevens.
"You?" I said.
By Beau
Public Affairs. The program, inaugu- he installed.
prontinent alumni returned to particischolarship, qualities of leadership, Ten selections were given, includincludes
"Cubre
cabinet
Gramp.
elected
said
newly
me."
OverThe
"Yes,
Gramp
Thursday,
last
All
in
students
rated
gives
interested
1934,
pate in this third annual event.
and financial need.
ing violin solos by Booth I.eavitt, Ruth
Fred
think
you
president,
do
the
students:
Horns,
Fog
the
following
and
when
Libres
about
me
holt
pestered
in
in government practical experience
The purpose of Research Day,
An additional scholarship of $200 McKay, and Stanley Cayting, and voBurden. '41; secretary, Ruth Loring,
which featured inspection of exhibits Cant/ins was coming out. After about that you're the only person in this its operation.
will be awarded in 1941 to that soph- cal solos by Elayne Snow and Beth
Weatherbee was assigned for his '42; treasurer, Marian I-undgren, '42.
of the University's research depart- his hundredth time of asking, I asked family who can take finals?"
"No," I said. "but I never had an internship to the office of personnel Committee chairmen are: forum, omore who, as one of the winners of Pendleton. Elizabeth Gammons played
ments and those of outside business him why he was so anxious to see it.
freshman scholarships, achieves the two piano selections, and piano acorganizations, was to stimulate in- Ile said that he wanted to see the idea that you would be vitally con- in the Farm Credit Administration. Francis Brown, '43; Wesley Players, most satisfactory record and is concompaniments for the other soloists
Gormembership,
'41;
Leona
Runion.
cerned."
"Now,
said,
I
Gram,
exam
schedule.
the
of
An
program
feature
important
terest in research and increase the
sidered to be the most deserving by were played by Alvin Goldsmiths, .Anna
Emily
deputations,
don
'42;
Blame
Annie
of
on
Vinters,
It
think
to
awful
you
is
of
that
nice
governdiscuss
to
is
opportunity
the
use of it as an aid to the development
the committee on awards.
Strickland, Mary Haves Hayford. and
"Yr,,, by Tom Collins," said Gramp. ment and politics with congressmen. Oakes, '43; personnel, Genevieve Carof new products, markets, processes me in my hour of need. but I would
Application forms for these scholar- Norma Bradt.
(lie didn't start using such vile lan- administrators, newspapermen, and ter, '42; publicity, Tom Easton, '43;
of manufacture, and industries. The ninth rather you woudn't."
The soloists were from the s lasses
'41; worship, Bob ship awards and further information
program attempted to show the im- "W'ho in tarnation and bottles of guage until he had that date with other leading figures in Washington. ushers, Ken Bell,
awards are available from Dean of Miss Strickland, Mr. Richmond,
the
on
;
'41
friendship.
world
Donald,
%lac
represented
37
This
group
year's
which
Junior
the
Prom,
at
Annie
of
thinking
was
1
said
Seagrams
inin
portance of research, not only
Taverner, '43; socials, Dorothy Arthur L. Deering, College of Agri- and Mr. Cayting, of the Northern
dustry, but in agriculture, foods, wild- you?" Gramp shouted. ''l want to shows what a wottlan can do to a colleges, coming from 20 different Don
Conservatory of Music in Bangor.
culture.
'42.
Randall,
states.
(Continued on Page Four)
life conservation, and forest products. see when my exams come up."

Placement Bureau
Says Half Seniors
Have Employment
Quality, Number of
Jobs Improved-Director Brockway

Faculty Library
Drive Totals 94%

Buel Godwin Elected
Spanish Club Prexy

'Prism' to Begin
Circulation Monday

Fred Burden Elected
Wesleyans President

Weatherbee Finishes
Government Training

Research Day Draws
Eighty Guests Here

Gramp Overholt Passes 'Bar'
Exam After Week's Course

II

Fourteen Scholarships
Go To Agri. Freshmen

Applied Music Courses
Finish With Recital

May 23, 19140
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Small
Town ...

In The Spotlight
By Phil Pierce

By Marlin Scher

John Garfield, who has top billing,
The girls at Vassar College have
Stuff
is not so successful here as in former
favorite
their
So
Coming."
Kaye
Not
Sammy
Are
voted
Yanks
"The
Nicrabet
CCCCCCCCCC
roles, but it is a relief to know that
By Catherine Ward
Advertising Service, Inc. say the millions of people throughout
maestro for the fifth successive year.
Dssociated Collefsiate Press National
be has a better chance to succeed than
Snoops
University
Rrpreseatanre
By
to
College Pablnhers
this country who are determined
of
number
the
35
to
brings
which
Charlie Mason treks to Paris for
in his last picture, "Castle on the
NEW YORK. N.Y.
Distributor of
420 MADISON AVE
stay out of Europe's bloody mess. Let
Certainly was a big week-end for colleges where swing-and-sway rates Hudson."
ss• FOMICIOCCO
cuicsso • seism.* Los
a gay Christmas holiday. Ile becomes
us see why.
everybody ...Lots of imports at all
acquainted with the seamy side of life
tops. Why, we can't imagine!
The total cost of the last European of the houses ...Not many in the
correother
all
Manager,
be through a Russian expatriate, whose
will
Ilandet
that
news
Conies
Address all business correspondence to the Business
dewar to "keep the world safe for
dorm ... Quite a penthouse they have
! husband is serving time for murder in
spondence to the Editor.in•Chief.
Orono, Maine.
In the current issue of Dance, Doris definitely done by the Masque next
mocracy" was nearly 350 billion dol- up on the third floor of ATO ... Cam
Entered as second-class matter at the post.office,
Subscription: $1.00 a year.
know his a French penal colony-, and through
should
Rankin
Earle
year.
Humphrey-Weidthe
of
Humphrey,
lars. The Foreign Policy Association Doak seems to like Piney Knoll of
is consumed with
Printed at the University Press. Orono, Maine.
pretty well by now; he's been an old friend who
Advertising Rate 50d per column inch
Extension St
has estimated that if this had been late... Bar Harbor is getting to be man dance troupe, declares that what part
ideas of power.
fantastic
Office on the third Hour of M.C.A. building. Tel.
years.
two
for
role
the
studying
for peaceful purposes it would t second university campus, minus the this country needs is not "a good five••••••
Charlie discovers that his ideas
The
Editor-in-Chief have done all these things:
classes...Congratulations to Priscilla cent cigar," but better theatres.
WARREN B. RANDALL
other night we heard about art, music, and life are on the
the
CBS
we
as
Over
far
as
article,
the
of
highlight
Manager
Business
Bought five acres of land and a Bickford and Harry Nelson... Nice
PETER J. SKOUFIS
life he retunts
were concerned, was the fact that she the announcer make the following superficial side. The
$3,500 house for every family in the looking ring... Eleanor Gleason has
EDITORIAL BOARD
"Mr. Kaltenborn will speak to appears artificial, and he feels that
statement:
apparatus.
University
the
lauded
United States, Great Britain, France, a tike looking pin...There is a starC:tthier lie Ward
••••• *
tonight on 'War at the Methodist "the bottom has fallen out of his
Richard Cranch.. Managing Editor
Nssociate Editor Germany, Russia, and Australia; a tling contrast between Doc Fillmore's
News Editor
world."
Paul Ehrenfried
wax-works comes word Church'."
the
From
Editor
Sports
summer.
t
not-so-quie
and
winter
Willetts
every
quiet
in
Robert
ten million dollar university
Corrine Comstock
And we thought it was all confined
Maugharn comments indirectly on
is back
Ellington
Editor
of
Duke
the
Society
that
Weymouth
Gwendolyn
enjoying
than
more
is
Editor
Assistant News
city in all these countries with a popu- Scotty Prey
Europe!
to
modern world, but the whole story
our
,
Outstanding
force.
full
in
and
again
lation of 200,000 or more; a five mil- the company of friend Neil Sau7er
is unconvincing. often trite in characl Godwin, lion dollar scientific laboratory for the Spring is such a time of year for of his platters this month is Morning
Bud
Chandler,
William
Astor,
Kay Francis is considerably de- terization and situation, and fails to
CONTRIBUTING EDITORS—David Ingham, Rachel Kent, Phyllis Marks,
as us that we don't know Glory (Victor), a lovely, moody opus
Miriam Golden, Alma Hansen, Joseph Pierce, Martin Scher, Dorothy Shiro, same cities; a life-long salary of folks such
that moves, nevertheless, and which glamorized in Universal's "It's a realize its possibilities. One hesitates
Phillip
Peirce,
and
Anna
snooping...
begin
to
Charles
a
whom
teachers;
for
50,000
year
a
Pease,
$2,500
Virginia
features some astounding Rex Stew- Date," which stars Deanna Durbin. to ascribe this bagatelle to the same
William Treat, Raymond Valliere.
lifelong salary of $2,500 a year for Bill and Mal and Gerry don't have
art trumpeting. On the reverse side Time was when Kay was Hollywood's peti that produced "Of Human BondCaouette, Dorrice Dow, Robert Elwell, 50,000 nurses.
--Daniel
libe
the
in
hour
first
REPORTERS
that
S., waste
STAR
most sophisticated star. Never a hair age."
Roberts.
Daniel
...Baseball rule Duke's weird chords, Charles CarCharlene Perkins,
Instead, the money was used to kill now...nice weather.
was out of place. Now you'll see her (Christmas Holiday. \V. Somerset
WilCootie
and
sax,
baritone
ney's
Gogan,
Patricia
John Enman,
8,538,000 people, maim 21,210,000, cre- making shorter hours for some, isn't
Reporters—Marion Champenois, Jane Dyer,
cold cream on her face. Ob- Maugham, 314 pp.)
Scher, Gerald Schmidt, ate tyranny, a world-wide depression, it, Freddie?... Bill Talbot had a liams' growl trumpet shine on Beauti- with
Martin
Rolnick,
Ida
Ouelette,
Virginia Hill, Dorothy
servation: Time flies.
ful Romance.
Good
.
parties
.
.
house
at
smoothie
Whit.
••••••
and another world war.
Mary Scribner, Mary Louise
sport, Gordon...Apply for chorus
The question now arises, if the peoJohn Dimmer, William Garsoe, Natalie
Well, this winds up our efforts for
Brothers has released SatWarner
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Congratulations
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.
work
Doreen ple
l'aul Smith, Barbara Thompson,
want to stay out, how can they?
with which Maxwell
Hood, Wayne Hoy, Philip Pierce,
Bragg... Ripper Collins back to see urday's Children
They must fight against the diversion
Anderson won a Pulitzer prize. It bit of advice with our feminine readTask.
Jane.
fails to do Mr. Anderson's play jus- ers (if any). The best way for a
Look, chairman, Philip Pierce, Priscilla of billions of dollars from relief and
Maddy Smart carrying her weekRADIO COMMITTEE--Elcanor
social services to armaments, while
By Dorothy Ouellette
tice. The film is scrappy and not as girl to keep her youth is not to introThudow.
work
...Nice
forty per cent of the American peo- end over until Monday
duce him to other young ladies.
powerful as the stage version.
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to take all their final than curtailment of Social Security Webley still counting anniversaries Rudolph Haffner was elected presi- John Fitzpatrick
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The Freshmen and Seniors had five
and the use of the Anti-Trust laws belles are attracted to
from scholastic requirements during
conditions could be im- against labor unions, and recognize lery ...Evvy says it's not Gym but mer home of Professor Robert Drum- rill Hall. Other new officers are losses apiece, tying for third place.
McIntire
would almost seem as though less rigid
Edith
Lamoine.
at
mond
Everett Chamberlain, vice president:
it as the first evidence of a general Dick ... Phyl Bryant wants to know
was elected vice president; Joan Mcposed.
Refunds on the lockers will he given
treasurer, Gordon Blanchard. Joanna
drive against civil liberties which will what kind of a duck Boothie is ...
'B'
of
grade
Whita
make
Allister, secretary; and Byron
at the Physical Education office May
Mighty nice to see Edith Jacobs
We suggest that any senior who is able to
break down all organized resistance
re-elected.
was
secretary,
EV205,
in that course. Such an to war that exists. They must sup- again—sho nuf—now we know why ney, treasurer.
29-31, June 1 and 3 from 9:00 to
or over should be exempt from a final
daily work, port adequate relief and governmental Cranch was in such rare good humor Those present at the picnic were: The constitution was read by John 11:30.
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keeping
senior's
the
insure
arrangement would
accepted. Following this,
respectable showing. aid to the farmer and the sharecropper all week ...Ken up—or rather down— Marie Folsom, Edith McIntire, Hel- Maims and
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Bob
to
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Boyle, Pine were announced—they are Mary key which will be given to the memThus he would not toss aside all responsibility
These make for a free and happy peo- Trick ...One house party pin hanging, Wing, Alvalene Pierson, Jean
work.
by Elmer Davis—the object, an import Hope Jackman, Donald Beaton, Joan Cowin, Josephine Blake, Isabelle Cros- bers as S0011 as possible.
still strive to attain standards in his
ple.
McAllister, Wilfrid Butterfield, Ru- by, Lorin Stewart, and Frank Collins.
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it
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so
To begin with, these tests come
and Mrs. Klein, Byron Whitney, Don- mented on the activities of this year to the campus next fall Miss Joyce
students be for the furtherance of democracy.
Those
results.
final
the
in
difference
Erwin
they make little
ald Pope, Louis Thibodcau,
and made suggestions for the program Cran Berry for hockey instruction.
still be taking their through education, protection of
Heald, and Paul Beegel.
who are not yet certain of graduating would
Miss Berry is the assistant director
of the ensuing year.
health, and an extension of suffrage,
Members of the party enjoyed a
finals under this system suggested here.
June 10 is the date set for the three- at the internationally known Mount
or will it be used for the fur therance ((he correspondence columns of lb* Cammajor of bloodshed, intolerance, legalized ino! Sr. open to the public on pertinent game of soft ball, horse shoe pitching, day Katandin trip.
Pocono Hockey Camp in Pennsylsubjects, and letters •re welcome& All
Moreover the seniors take comprehensives over their
vania.
is murder, and recurring catastrophes? letters should be signed with the ant:heel singing, and clam digging. A hamthis
too,
Then,
nal tame, but a pen name will be used ta
subjects, and this seems to be almost sufficient.
Lennie Lizott and his orchestra
This is the question of momentous publication of the letter if desired. The burg lunch was served at noon and a
he
is
How
exercises.
Commencement
Ideas started in these columns an not kakao-klatch just before returning in
the last week before the
Girls who are in the pageant are
played at Lambda Chi Alpha during
aecessarily those of The Campus and should
make certain importance that the people of this sot
be in considered. The editor reserves the late afternoon.
going to get those Last looks at his Alma Mater,
parties last week-end. Mrs. asked to watch the bulletin board in
house
country will have to decide. It is the right
to withhold any letter or a part
two weeks not merely an academic question posed ot any letter.)
Mae McDonough, house mother, Ma- Alumni Hall in order not to miss rethat position he wants—if he has to spend the last
if
Colvin Hall held its annual senior jor Harry Henkle, Mr. and Mrs. hearsals.
he
acquired
have
already
would
to
to
discover
the
he
which
extent
people
information
cramming the
May 22, 1940
banquet last Thursday night at 6 p.m. Albion Beverage, Prof. and Mrs.
examination have become educated, but a vital one Editor, Maine atapits
had known a 'B' grade was the only essential for final
The program was as follows: his- Dwight B. Demerritt, and Prof. and
The annual get-together of the old
which affects every person in some Dear Sir:
exemption?
tory by Barbara Welch, prophecy by Mrs. Lyle Jenness were the chaperons. and new W.A.A. councils was held at
it
the
way,
be
whether
farmer
saddled
C. L. C.
The Committee on Administration Margaret Maxwell, will by Alice Ann
the Alumni Gymnasium last night in
with mortgages from over expanis concerned for the safety of students Donovan, toast to the seniors by BarTheta Chi held its annual spring the form of a roller-skating party.
sion, the small business man who
and faculty or other pedestrians on bara Young.
house party Friday with Hap Phelan Faculty guests were Miss Lengyel,
finds himself deeply in debt after a
account of the excessive rate of speed
The toastmistress was Phyllis and his orchestra furnishing the mu- Miss Rogers, and Miss Cassidy, of
war period, the salaried people who
at which automobiles are operated on
Marks, and the chairman of the ban- sic. The chaperons were Mrs. Grae- the Physical Education Department.
find their real incomes dwindling as
Within a fortnight a host of ambitious young men and women prices rise, and the mother who sees campus roads.
quet was Beatrice Gleason.
ney, house mother, Prof. and Mrs.
counSome automobiles are driven with
from Maine and other colleges and universities throughout the
her son off to war, either never to
Seniors at Colvin are: Margaret Robert Smith, and Prof. and Mrs.
hewing return or else to come back a bloody due caution but others are a menace
try will be ready to start their careers. They will find that
Maxwell, Phyllis Marks, Alice Ann Howard R. White.
is an remnant of a man, shocked physically to other cars and persons on foot.
world
professional
and
business
the
in
Donovan, Barbara Welch, Alice Roth,
a niche for themselves
Operators of all automobiles should
Phi Kappa Sigma held its spring
arduous undertaking. Nevertheless, there are jobs to be had and and mentally by the tremendous cruel- use extreme care in driving about the Barbara Crocker, Ellen Stevens, Jeanty that is war.
Geraldine Watson, house party Friday with Mrs. Albert
Bonville,
nette
initiative.
and
fortitude,
patience,
have
jobs to be made for those who
campus, particularly at intersections
Ruth Trickey, Priscilla Thomas, Ruth Bonenfant, house mother, Prof. and
Thus, throughout the land, people
mEw TOPIC 5 MOST ILICLUSivi MOTEL
In a sense, these young people are pioneers. They will do many who realize the utter stupidity and and corners where college buildings Fessenden, and Lois Stinson.
Mrs. Eugene Meyer, Mr. and Mrs.
MISIDENci TOP YOUNG WOIMMI
utilize
will
a
prevent
they
of
clear
and
the
view
road
do,
Harold Woodbury, and Mr. and Mrs.
things that their parents were unable to
senselessness of war have reaffirmed
ahead. Stop signs should be obeyed.
A picture of Mrs. Edwin Balentine William B. Oliver as chaperons. Munew skills and methods. On the other hand, the experience and their decision to stay out and proclaim Speed in
excess of 20 miles an hour
furnished by Paul Monaghan
advice of their elders is not to be shunned. It behooves the college to the world, "The Yanks Are Not on campus roads is not considered safe was presented by her daughter to sic was
pre- and his orchestra.
ceremony
a
in
Hall
Balentine
spirit
Coming."
the
in
outlook
creative
and
graduate to adopt a venturesome
driving.
ceding the annual senior banquet May
Operators of all cars on the Uniof the pioneer, never, however, failing to follow the guideposts that
Lloyd Reim!l and his orchestra
16. Agnes Walsh made the presentaversity
are
to
campus
urged
progress.
drive
have marked his educational road of
tion; and Marian Fitzgerald. presi- played at Beta Theta Pi during its
carefully, with due regard for the
dent of Balentine, received the por- spring house party. Prof. and Mrs.
The best possible advice that can be given to our graduates is
safety of others.
Reginald Hobbah and Prof. and Mrs.
trait.
to remember that a job well done is one that is done with honesty
Sincerely yours.
1.. F. Smith were the chaperons.
vigorous
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and
banquet
the
things
of
The
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fine
of
appreciation
Intelligent
and integrity.
Committee on Administration
Alla, 26
Sunday
as follows: History, Helen Maling;
By J. A Gannett, secretary
interests and ideals cultivated during school years should be carried
4:15 Vespers
Will, Estelle Lawrence; Prophecy, Rudy Wallace and his orchestra
hopes
the
justify
may
generation
this
that
7:00 Vanguards meeting at
over into the new life so
Elizabeth Mulholland; Gifts, Mary furnished the music at Sigma Chi
NOTICE
Fellowship Church
of those who preceded them.
Cooper. :Marian Fitzgerald present- (luring its house party last week-end.
May 27
Monday
Fre.hrnen. sophomores. and ju- ed the senior class gift. Skits by the The chaperons were Mrs. Blanche
C. M. W.
juniors receive their Prisms nior. in the College of Arts and SciRoberts. house mother, Prof. and
College women accustomed to the
various classes followed.
refinements of living prefer living
May 28 ences should register before the
Tuesday
Mrs. Walter Chadbourne, and Prof.
Toastmistress for the banquet was and Mrs.
in The Barbrzon Manner . . . and
8:00 Final Examinations ComHarold Swift.
end of this week for their fall prounderstandably so, for at The Bar.
Mary Cooper. Mary Scribner had
mence
gram in order to facilitate the work
boon they can continue the cultucharge of the arrangements.
critiwas
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presiMartin
Scher
being
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of
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Lindbergh
Dean's
and
ofA.
Registrar's
Charles
Col.
ral interests, the physical activities
N 01'1 CE
dent of the Vanguards at the annual
fices, Dean Allen a lllllllanced this
they frost enjoy.
cized for saying what he thinks. In a recent radio address he said,
Phi Gamma Delta held its annual picnic held
No other hotel offers so much.
at Fort Knox Sunday.
An important meeting of the week. All those who have not done spring formal Friday evening with
"regardless of which side wins this war, there is no reason, aside
For relaxation . . . daily recitals
May 19. Marion Miller and Clinton
SO are rrquestril to take care of
Iv.
Political
.ill
held
Lou Paul and his orchestra playing. Hamilton were elected vice
and lectures . . . music and art
from our own actions, to prevent a continuation of peaceful rela- in th, N1.1 A. building Frida. at thin matter immediately.
president
studios ... a fine library. For recreThe chaperons were Mrs. Margaret and secretary-treasurer
tionships between America and the countries of Europe." The 3:20 p.m.
respectively. A
... swimming pool ... gymation
Prof. and
Freshman chess team at Union Col- Vickers, house mother,
Imitative plan for next year's activiobjection to this statement is that high administration officials, Oflir, r. for tin r
nasium ... squash courts ... sun
g
v ill
Dr.
and
Coggeshall,
C.
Reginald
Mrs.
lege, Schenectady, N. Y., is conductties which will include speakers and
deck . .. terraces. When you add
from President Roosevelt down, have argued directly the opposite. be rhii-tai at thi. time.
to these, convenience to schools.
ing matches via short wave radio. and Mrs. R. L. Morrow.
projects was decided upon.
Despite this belief, Col Lindbergh has struck at the heart
Important business centers, art galPeace is the new patriotism. A.C.P.)
Alpha Tau Omega held its spring
leries. museums and theatres, you
of the present war fever. Many are beginning to feel that a GerThe pledge of Donald R. Jardine to
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with
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I
party
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for
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calamity
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greatest
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man victory
Theta Chi fraternity was received and
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house
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Sturtevant,
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of
size
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about
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recorded by John D. Carlisle, secreStates, and that in the future we would be unable to remain at would take a navy three times the size of
Earl F. Bennett, and Prof. tary of the
Mrs.
and
Interfraternity Council, on
700 rooms, each with • radio
peace with Europe, that Germany would invade the western hemi- the combined navies of the rest of the world, to even clear the way and Mrs. Maynard F. Jordan as chapTariff from $2.50 per day
for an invasion, navy officers have long maintained. Germany still erons. Doc Harmon and his orchestra May 12, 1940.
sphere.
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for
get
to
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unlikely
name,
the
worthy
of
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no
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The calamity of an Allied loss could never be as great
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Write for descriptive booklet"C"
calamity as American participation in the war. It takes two sides several decades.
Men's
officer,s
for
El,-,of
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Col. Lindbergh, despite what government officials say, was Phi Eta Kappa held its spring for- Cabbie' of the Maine Christian Asto make a quarrel at a 4,000 mile range, and any fighting by the
!nal with 'atie Aikins and his orchesright
when he said that it will be our fault if we fail to remain at
clearly
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would
be
the
present
after
Europe
in
States
United
will lie held all dal Friday
tra playing. Mrs. Carrie 1.. Blanchard, codas
our own fault. And finally, even army and navy officers admit in peace with Europe. And no cause, whether it be the protection house mother, Dr. and Mrs. Gordon Is, the M. I. A. building. The electheir saner moments that a German invasion is a possibility so re- of our own or Great Britain's interests, is worth the terrible Cairns, and Mr. and Mrs. Stanley tion is °pro to all meth:here of the
association.
Wallace were the chaperons.
as to be not worthy of consideration. It sacrifice war would demand.
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Scoring Hinges
On Ed Rich,
Herb Johnson
See Pale Blue Men
One-Two In Hammer;
Smith To Win Two

Basketball Ace
By Bob Willetts

It, J. P
r
On the athletic calendar thus far,
the University of Maine has entered
teams in 110 athletic contests, a final
capitulation revealing the Bears victorious in 68 and losing 42. A corn- ,
plete survey of the year's activity
shows that in major sports, that is.
football, basketball, baseball, and
track, the Pale Blue gained 18 victories while dropping 25, and in minor
sports, namely, jayvee football, tennis, winter sports, and golf. 5 wins and
15 losses. The record of the freshman teams is noteworthy, the yearlings having been victors in 45 out
oi 48 contests.
The varsity • football team had a
good season, winning five of the seven
games played. The Bears triumphed
in the first four contests, dropped the
next two important State Series games
to Colby and Bates by close scores,
but redeemed themselves by smashing
out a thrilling win over Bowdoin in
the final game of the season. hi com- best units ever to represent a Maine
piling their fine record the Pale Blue freshman class.
rolled up 105 points to its opponents' Twelve basketball
games were
.?6
scheduled and played by the Maine
Frosh Football Team Undefeated
varsity court team this year. The
Jayvee footballers did not fare so Bears, unable to click in many of the
well, losing each of their four hard- contests, won only three while dropfought games and scoring only 8 ping 9. The Pale Blue was strong
points against 52 for the opposition. at times, and showed well in the maFour straight wins marked the suc- jority of the games, losing several
cessful campaign of the frosh grid- torrid battles by only a small margin
ders, their powerful machine counting and scoring 547 points to 658 for their
44 points while keeping their goal foes.
line uncrossed.
Yearling Court Squad Won 12
Cross country again found the
A string of 12 straight victories
Maine team in the fight for top marked the frosh court season. Under
honors. The varsity squad won 4 the helm of the new frosh coach, Sam
and lost 0. Don Smith, top harrier Sezak, the first-year men buried their
in New England for the past four opponents under a 670 to 457 total,
years, continued his great record by and were defeated only in the last
annexing the New England varsity contest of the year by a single point,
individual crown for the third con- the game being the first loss for any
secutive year.
frosh team.
This year, however, the froth cross Judged by the number of victories,
country team outshone its bigger the varsity track team was not too
brothers. In the regular season the successful, but counting the number
yearlings' A, B. and C groups piled of record-breaking performances, the
up a total of 15 wins against no loss- indoor season was outstanding. The
es. Then the A team topped off this team itself won only one out of four
fine performance by driving to splen- meets. However, Stan Johnson betdid victories in both the New England tered the national collegiate record
and the National championships, in the 35 pound event, Bob Bennett
stamping themselves as one of the won the IC4A 35 pound event, and
Herb Johnson and Don Smith both
cracked a number of meet and state
records. The freshman indoor track
squad continued where their harrier
champions had left off, winning all
SCHOOL Of LAW
of their four meets by top-heavy

Transcript of Record
Furnished

Top Track Man

PALE BLUE
PERSONALITY

This week we're going to mention the names of seve- I
ral fellows whom we believe deserve a place in the
Hall of Fame at the University of Maine—not for
their outstanding achievement, but for their continuous, lasting service to
their Alma Mater—
Henry hatch, student assistant to Stanley Wallace in the training
room, a man who for three years has kept the training room spirits
high; Spud Peabody, football player a
g the best; Smokcy Jordan,
trackman of note; Charley Weaver, a
her trackman who has given
much ser‘ice to the University. The Maine Campus salutes you for the
last time:

By Warren It. Randall

Although Maine can be reasonably
sure of 18 points Saturday at Worcester in the New England ICAA
track championships, from Don Smith,
Stan Johnson, and Bob Bennett, the
final standing depends mainly upon
the efforts of Ed Rich, Herb Johnson,
and possibly Stan Phillips.
Maine should score 20 points, possibly 24 or even 25, although this is
very unlikely. Rhode Island and Holy
Cross will be battling for first place,
SUGGESTIONS
Throughout the year in this column, no matter who
with Boston College Maine's most
FOR NEXT YEAR the writer, various suggestions have been made, which
likely rival. While 25 points should
might be brought to mind now, that they may better
win the meet, Maine's chances of
be remembered next year.
reaching that goal arc pretty slim.
Divide the freshman football squad into two groups with a schedule Pick Bennett in
IC4A Meet
Rhode Island is the best bet to win
for each, and also add to Coach Jones' staff more men to help him. The
A week from Saturday Smith, because of their balance and overreasons for this arc that it will give the boys a better chance to play football, it will Ole the conchs-, a better idea of what they have, and most Bennett, and Stan Johnson will com- powering strength in the javelin.
The Maine freshman mile medley
important, it will give the coaches a better chance to deselop .....ri• play- pete in the IC4A championships at
ers for next year's varsity squad.
Harvard. Bennett and Johnson should relay team, after a tough break in the
again place one-two if all goes well. State Meet, is ready to come back
Make the Ski team a varsity sport. A team that can do what the Pale Don Smith, running for the last time with a bang. The competition will
Blue skiers have done certainly deserves this added recognition of their for the Pale Blue, will attempt to be a lot stiffer, with Holy Cross
C11,1a1.1E ARlioR
achievements. If you don't know what they've done, they're State Cham- double up in his pet events. the 880 strong in the sprints, Bates strong
in the 880, and Bowdoin, Brown,
pions, Class A in the Country, and rated sixth by the International Ski and mile.
Rhode Island, and Northeastern all
Union. What more could you ask for?
Opposing
him in the half will be
State Championship for the tenth
boasting well-balanced teams.
•• ******
Jim Lightbody of Harvard, Ed Burconsecutive time. In addition, the
It will probably be a contest beContinue the Freshman-Varsity Track Meets inaugurated this year. rowcs of Princeton, Jim Keyhoe of
snowmen placed third in the New This year's meet was not only
Holy
Cross' experienced
interesting to watch but was fun for the Maryland, and several fast men from tween
Hampshire Carnival and went on to competitors to take
part in, and certainly was no walk-away for the the metropolitan New York Colleges. sprinters and Bates' half mile sensathe I.S.U. Senior Division to gain varsity.
tion, McLauthlin. Maine's team, Dick
In the mile Smith's best opponent Youlden, Dick Sinkinson, John Radsixth place and climax a very sucshould be Leslie MacMitchell of New ice. and Dwight Moody, should place
cessful season.
THE BIG
Here's one for the book. The Bangor News printed a York University.
Another dangerous in the first four or five, might well
In spite of a bad start and lack of POTATO
story this week by the Associated Press in which the man will be Mason
Chronister of h even higher up.
pitching strength, the varsity basewriter indicated that the Pine Tree State college tennis Maryland. Again the
metropolitan
Rich, on paper, rates about the third
ball team at present boasts a record of and golf teams were battling it out for the big potato in these
sports. Now area colleges should have good men
best pole vaulter in the meet. But
5 wins against 7 defeats. Although if this idea should be carried out we can picture the results.
Coach Brice entered.
Johnny Daggett is reportedly suffering
the Kenyonmen have suffered several talking to his team at the half—the score, Bowdoin 6, Maine
6, and the
from a pulled muscle, leaving only
disheartening losses, they are still State Series hinging on the game, "Please, please, boys,
get in there and
Perkins of Rhode Island, a consistent
expected to split even for the season, win this game—I don't know how I will be able to feed
my family this year
13 foot vaulter. If Rich can get up
and to be even stronger during the if we don't win that Big Potato."
beyond 12 feet 4 inches he can be
rest of the current campaign and
almost certain of second place. The
next year. The frosh ball club likeOr in the spring the Maine papers will scream headlines about
danger will be that one or more others
wise has not fared too well, although Baseball. "Colby-Maine tied in Potato Race." And, of
course, a state
The spotlight turns this final week might tie with him, scattering the
so far they have gained an even split, potato championship team would be rewarded with
gold potatoes. In- on the greatest of freshman
classes points.
winning 2 out of the four games stead of a cigar for every point that Maine
scored against Bowdoin,
played.
Governor Barrows could give a potato. The greatest problem, however, with the frosh meeting teams in tennis, Herb Johnson Given Chance
baseball, and track. The tennis team
Herb Johnson, although only second
The record-smashing feat of Bob would be put on the shoulders of the Experiment Station, who would
meets Wasooskcag Saturday, the base- in the State Meet discus throw,
can
Bennett in the 16 lb. hammer over- be asked to decide what variety of potato must be used—Green Mounball team Fort Fairfield Saturday, and toss well over 140 feet, and holds
the
shadows all other things in the cur- tains, Katahdins, Idahoes (they wouldn't be so good for obvious reathe track team will compete on the Maine indoor record at 142 feet.
He
rent outdoor track season. Ably com- sons). Perhaps some wild-cy ed gent with horn-rimmed spectacles and
same day in the N.E.I.C.A.A. Relay is not too consistent and has
failed
bining with his teammate, Stan John- hair flying, with a test tube in 0114. hI111,1 1111111 a note book in the other,
Race.
to better 140 feet in competition this
son, Bennett has proved himself the could grow a new species of potato and call it the State Series Potato.
The undefeated freshman tennis spring, however.
outstanding weightman in the East. This would solve all the problenss then. lsecause we could go back
to team will bring its season
to a close
Opposing him will be Al Morro of
cracked a number of meet and college railing it the State Series again.
with its final match with Wasooskeag. Boston College, who can be counted
The team lost to Boston College
and placed second in the State Meet, STUFF STUFF
Well, here we are on the last paragraph for the year In view of the fine showing the team on to top 150 feet. Gilligan, who
but the performances of Bennett in STUFFED
and what a relief, but it has been fun writing this column has made, Coach Small anticipates won the event for B. C. a year ago,
breaking the National record and of
just the same. All in all we would say that this year no difficulty in this last match although has done as much as 146 feet, but he,
Wassoskcag has produced many strong along with the rest of the field, has
several other capable performers has has been fairly successful from the athletic standpoint ... A national
cham- teams in the past and may
spring a been throwing between 130 and 140
heartened Maine followers. With the pionship frosh cross country team ...New England Conference
championship surprise.
feet this spring.
New Englands and the Nationals yet in football ...but best of all plenty of good, clean, hard-fought,
well-played
Also in the running will be Gosnell
The consistent play of leading
to come, the team may surprise all. battles %kith other colleges in the field of sports.
singles men should, however, overcome of Brown and Hibbard of Bates, posThe frosh tracksters still remain unany opposition Wasooskcag can make. sibly Pratt of Bowdoin. Herb Johnbeaten in meet competition, having
son is capable of taking second, but
Will Use Large Frosh Squad
won all of their three contests thus far.
Coach Small is planning to use a Coach Chester A. Jenkins will be well
Varsity tennis and golf have had
large squad in this last match with satisfied with a third or fourth.
rather spotty seasons, with both outPratt, Peckham, Pinansky, and In- Phillips Probably Outclassed
fits having difficulty in discovering
Stan Phillips has only the vaguest
galls having prominent positions in
winning combinations. Thus far the
of chances to place fourth in the 100
netmen have won 1 and lost 4, while
The University of Maine baseball team was victorious in one out of the singles. Others who have made
good showing and will be used in this yard dash. There are about six men,
the golfers have 2 wins and 5 losses. three games during the pa-t ...irk. The
Bears engaged Connecticut in
match will be Wheeler, Weinstein, led by Ken Clapp of Brown, who
The fresman tennis team at present a double-header on Saturday and played
Colby in a State Series tussle
outclass him, but upsets are frequent
Lutes,
Fagerlund, and Adler.
has won 3 and lost 0.
on Thursday, splitting with the Nutmeggers and losing to the Mules.
in the dashes, and the least error
The caliber of play produced by
In the opening contest with Conusually costs even the best a scoring
DePaul University's placement bu- necticut, the Pale Blue unleashed all Roberts finished the game for Maine leaders Bertis Pratt, Malcolm Peckafter Dangler was the victim of the ham, and Linwood Pinansky is on a place. Phillips ability has never been
reau reports 40 per cent more place- of its hitting power, smashing out
fifreally tested, and, given a couple of
par with varsity play throughout the
ments than in 1939. (A.C.P.)
teen hits to score seven times. Soph- Colby rally.
breaks, he might sneak into fourth.
state.
Bates defeated Bowdoin to clinch
omore hurler Ed Dangler held the
Bob Bennett and Stan Johnson are
visitors in check until the final inn- second place in the current State Fort Fairfield It mlefeated
favored to finish one-two in the haming when they hopped on him in a last- Series race.
The last event of the year will take mer, with a new meet, possibly nainning rally, but their bid fell short,
place when the freshmen meet the tional, record almost a certainty. The
56 State St., Bangor
and the Bears finished on the long
undefeated Fort Fairfield baseball field in this event is strong, including
Complete Photo Supplies
end of a 7-6 score. Every man on
squad. This team has won eight Niles Perkins of Bowdoin, Matt FlaDiscount to students
the Maine team hit safely except
scores.games most of them by lop-sided herty of New Hampshire, John McFine groin developing
Dangler, with Doc Gerrish slugging
Laughrey of Brown, and Zabiliski of
a home run.
Fort Fairfield, which is leading the B. C., all of whom have bettered 170
The second contest found the tables
Aroostook league, is a hard-hitting feet this spring, with the exception
turned. Connecticut blasted two Maine
team with its battery combination of of the latter, who has done 169 feet.
DENTISTRY
hurlers for 15 runs, hitting behind
If either Maine thrower has an off
Reed, as pitcher, and Clove, as catch'Hie held of dentistry today
men on base to swell their total.
er, among the hardest hitters on the day it would cost the Pale Blue valuoffers to college students an atMaine again hit well but could not
team. The frosh team will remain able points, but both have been untractive career. It provides a
match the Nutmeg power, while the
usually consistent this spring.
the same for this game
worthy intellectual challenge, a
Bear pitchers were ineffective. The
life of professional service with
Smith Favored To Take Two
MAINE 12, BOA DOUNi 0
satisfactory income, and an opfinal score was Connecticut IS, Maine
Don Smith is favored to win his
portunity for research and teach2.
Cliff Blake pounded out a homer third consecutive mile title, his second
ing in this division of medical
Thursday's game found the Colby
science and art.
with two on bases as the University 880 crown. He is the co-holder of the
Mules and }fat Ilegan again on the
The University of Pennsylof Maine defeated Bowdoin, 12 to 0, 4:lS.f mile record with Norman Tavania has prepared more than
winning end of a ball game. Ilegan
behind the shut out pitching of Sammy bor, Brown's great miler of 1915. He
six thousand graduates who are
chalked up his second victory of the
Mann. This was the last game of the also holds the 880 record jointly with
occupying positions of imporyear against the Bears, holding the
Ossie Chapman of Bates at 1:543i.
tance in the profession throughstate series.
Pale Blue to four scattered hits, while
out the world. Its course of inHis strongest rivals in both events
struction is of the hifthest order.
his teammates were collecting eight
will probably be Rice of Connecticut
Anyone intersted in this profrom the offerings of Maine's Ed
and Stanton of Holy Cross. In the
fession as a life work is invited
Dangler. The game Was a pitching
880 there are also Wallace and O'Donto apply for further information
lost
to
duel for five innings, but several
nell of Holy Cross and Nickerson of
The Dean of the
Colby
'8"1
.R89
Maine errors and timely Colby hits
Bates. If O'Donnell has pulled a musSchool of Dentistry
5
4
.555
turned the tide in favor of the Waterde, as reported, both he and Wallace
University of Pennsylvania
4
1.
11aline
4
5
.444
ville nine. The Pale Blue could tally
may be out of the rate, with Wallace
40th & Spruce Streets
liow.toin
.111
8
only once on the four hits, while Colby
shifted to the 440. New records are
Philadelphia, Pa.
scored 6 runs on its 8 hits. Mac
possible in either event.
SAIIMY MANN
•

Frosh Teams End
Seasons Saturday

Varsity Baseball Team Drops
Two Out of Three Games

JANEL'S

Pitcher

Series Standing

May

23, 19440
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TAPPING
(Continued from Page One)

RUDY VALLEE
(Continued from Page One)

PAY SON SMITH
from Page One)

CRAMP OVERHOLT
(Continued from Page One)

NOTICE

(co•aim.44

The fall reading tests in French
and Spanish are scheduled for 3.30
p.m. Tuesday, September 17 (upper class registration day) in rooms
7 and 19 Stevens, North. Those
who %ish to take these tests are required to register in 3 Stevens Bali
before 110011 of that day.

Yeshiva Student Starts Try This Short Course
Fraternity of Little Men For Apple Polishers

degree from PennsylNT, NEBR.—(ACP)—
man.) "I've been taking a corre- ceive his B.S.
NEW YORK CITY—(ACP)— FREMO
in June, has also
a short-cut to a straight
College
for
State
Hunting
vania
I'm
week
next
and
course
e
There"
spondenc
assistant "The Little Man Who Wasn't
graduate
a
appointed
average?
A
been
pass
to
plan
I
it.
in
taking the finals
M. is here, and here to stay—at least if
in wildlife conservation. Charles
If you are, heed the following ninemy bar exam at that time."
his B.S. degree Shikey Bard has anything to say about point program to scholastic success—
receiving
Wright,
"You mean you're going to summer
from the University of Illinois in it. While busily engaged in research a program formulated for you by the
session too?" I asked with my fingers
June. has been made a graduate fellow for a term paper in history at Yeshiva ever-helpful editors of the Midland
be.
wouldn't
crossed hoping he
botany.
in
College, Bard noticed in the text oi Midland College:
"Yep, by Brandy," said Gramp (my
teams.
In the College of Technology, which he was using that Napoleon I. Don't give your prof apples. Too
nose-dive
a
in
fall
to
began
heart
Took-)' is a pitcher on the baseball
Charles Durward Brown, who gradu- had nothing on him—as far as height
NOTICE
obvious.
toward my soles), "but I ain't goin'
team and a football player. He is
ated from the University of Maine in is concerned. Going back to the origi- 2. Find out his hobby and follow this
here."
a
tation
Ward,
transpor
Delta.
assistant
Mu
for
text
Phi
ment
to
a
appointed
in
Arrange
pledged
has been
nal sources, Shikey found
up with well-planned question to
soaring 1933,
pledge to Alpha Tau Omega, played for the picnic of the Contributors' "Why?" I asked, my heart
professor of mechanical engineering. that not only he and Napoleon but
draw him out.
place.
original
its
the
the
to
on
is
again
on
and
l
from
posted
upward
football and basketbal
Club Sunday w ill be
He received his plaster's degree
neither John Paul Jones, Chopin, Beeclass walks out of the
diamond squad. Weisman is a track bulletin board outside Dr. Ellis's
"Well, you see, my Amontillado Harvard University in 1938, and since thoven, Keats, Milton nor Michelan- 3 If the entire
classroom when the prof is 10
man.
office. Cars will leave Balentine Oloroso, people from out of state then has been an assistant in mechani- gelo were around when the extra
minutes late, be the only one to
Hall at 9:30 a.m. Sunday.
come to Maine for a change of scen- cal engineering in the Harvard gradu- inches were handed out.
at University of Kanlife
the
wait, even if its half an hour.
Campus
for
state
of
out
ng.
going
engineeri
I'm
so
ery;
NOTICE
ate school of
Having thus justified the existence
procedure is good for a BThis
Chi Omega sorority held its annual same reason."
sas is portrayed in a motion picture
Appoint Professor of Chemistry
of his microscopic brethren. Bard has
day.
any
gave
plus
A meeting of the Political Sci- now being filmed. (A.C.P.)
silently
banquet last Sunday evening at the
and
I immediately
Irwin Bruce Douglass, a graduate assumed the task of organizing those
Penobscot Exchange Hotel in Bangor. thanks to Medoc Superieur for staying
greet an instructor pleasAlways
ence Club all be held at 3:30 Fri4
organione
into
apbeen
has
concentrated dynamos
College,
Lucie Pray acted as toastmistress. on my side. Six weeks of Paradise of Monmouth
antly, never using his first name,
University of California's Davis
day, May 24, in the M. C. A, Ekeof chemis- zation. The main purpose of this
Maxwell gave the address without wondering what sort of a pointed assistant professor
Margaret
librarybut a cheery "Good morning, pro$325,000
new
a
has
this
campus
at
fellows
of officers %ill be held
try. He was awarded the degree of society is to insure the little
and the response was scrape Gramp would be its next.
welcome,
of
)
fessor."
(A.C.P.
building.
ation
administr
time.
doctor of philosophy at the Univer- protection from being trampled undergiven by Mary Bates. Mrs. Shirley Grump Passes Ills Exam
5. When sitting at the faculty table
sity of Kansas, and since 1933 has foot.
Then
finals.
Footman brought greetings from the
and
its the dining hall or walking about
Came the Campus
the
at
y
Felchemistr
of
Little
been professor
This "fraternity of the
Alumnae.
Administration building, althe
the finals were over. Gramp and I
for
College.
low," as it has been named, has
Members of the sorority, Charlene sat before the fire with a Perfect Sil- Northern Montana
keep your head down as if
ways
jonason's Restaurant
A. Frank Ross has been appointed its raison d'etre the fact that the world
Pei kins, Freda Flanders, Beatrice ver Dream discussing them.
deep thought, pondering some
in
for its stan11 Main St.
Gleason, Margaret Philbrook, Betty "Gramp," I said, "what did you associate biochemist at the Agricultu which has had quantity
weighty problems in math or phidard must, in the near future seek a
Lucille MadWing.
Dorothy
?"
Kruse.
question
ant
easiest
losophy, for instance. This is
restaur
your
consider
is
a
who
The students' "meeting-place" and favorite
And
quality.
of
new norm
locks, and Florence Farnham, used
highly recommended to get on the
"Well, he replied, "the one where
DINNERS
—
to do a Haig and Haig, better representative of this new conFOUNTAIN SERVICE
the letters in Chi Omega for their they asked me to name the seven land Queen
honor roll.
that
grounds
the
says
on
declined
cept than the "Little Fellow,"
topics which were: "Character," greatest men in history and use them but she
6. Offer to wash the professor's car,
Tom and Jerry would be Old For- Bard. The "Little Man Who Wasn't
"Honor," "Interest," "Object," "Mem- in a sentence.
put up his storm windows or do
after their escapade.
There" has sent a call to colors to
ories," "Earnestness," "Graciousness," "What did you say?" I asked him. resters
little job around the house, but
any
Johnnie Walker and John Jameson all collegians who have stature not
and "Attitudes."
ANNOUNCEMENT
don't accept any money for the
"I said," said Gramp, "Paul Jones'
that
hopes
the
take
Bard
4.
would
5
feet
g
they
exceedin
The committee consisted of Lucie !Planters Punch Tom and Jerry in the and Sons said that
work.
Maine
but since all "Little Fellows" are close to
Peabody Law School announces that under authority of the
Pray, Shirley Mitchell, and Mavis Old Tucker for Apple Jacking the case before the House of Lords,
7. Apple polishing procedure in classof
degree
the
for
s
candidate
as
students
create
to
accepts
Legislature it now
Gordon's piped up that they weren't the ground they will be able
Creamer.
rooms includes sitting in the front
comCircus enroute to Mount Vernon,
Walk- a saner society, for unlike their longBachelor of Laws, which will be conferred upon the satisfactory
Car, the Old insured with Lloyd's; so Hiram
Side
row, responding to professorial hua
only
was
it
while
school.
said
at
create conpletion of a three-year course in law
Furnaces at South Dakota State
any er took Dixie Belle and went to see a legged brothers they will
have
didn't
mor with loud, hearty guffaws and
method
d
Fashione
with
in King Arthur's ceptions which are "down to earth."
College requires 6.500 tons of coal
A standard law course is given on a full daytime schedule,
liberal use of big words. This is
Eight. Tom Collins "Connecticut Yankee
Ward
in
place
during the heating season. (A.C.P.)
Court." Everyone did a Penn-Marycompetent instructors, using the Harvard case method.
The motto adopted by the mite-y
important—never use a two-syllacame riding up on a Bourbon shootd
talked over Early Times atoms is "By your feats shall ye be
DeLuxe,
land
blowAdmission to the school is limited to those who have complete
and
left
and
ble word where a five-syllable
right
Stingers
ing
off
the credits
and then went
judged, not by your feet."
not less than two years of college training, having one-half
word will do.
Horn. The Bacardi Col- and the Olympics
Fog
a
on
ing
It is preTree for a Bronx."
for a bachelor's degree in a reputable four-year college.
8. Carry a lot of big reference books
right behind, but they to the Lone
were
lins'
have
is awful," I
ferred, where possible, that the applicant for admisgion shall
around. This is tremendously imweren't of much help because Gin "Why, Gramp, that
nt Station. He received
completed his college course.
said. "You'll never pass that course. cal Experime
pressive and is worth an A minus
Buck was Sloe.
the
to the
and :his B.S. and MA. degrees from
in any class.
of
The Legal Profession in Maine looks now particularly
Old Tucker, who had been to a Those are all names of whiskeys
Ph.D.
his
and
Missouri
of
y
Universit
in the
close your eyes while
colleges of our state for a regular but conservative increase
Golden Wedding, was there with Wil- cocktails and suds."
of Wis- 9. If you must
DAY PROGRAM
t
"It was a degree from the University
in deep thought, wrinkle your foremembership of the Bar. To provide this reasonable annual incremen
son's Golden Royal Fizz Scotch pip- "I know," said Gramp,
Three Years
an
is
he
present
consin in 1937. At
law
head and otherwise look worried
and to utilize to the best advantage the facilities of the small
ers. McCullum's wanted the High- Bar exam."
EVENING PROGRAM
lassistant at the Rockefeller Institute,
case
the professor may get the wrong
or
school and to provide classes of a size most suitable for the
Four Years
Frank Eric Upton, who will receive
fifteen
on—and grade accordingimpressi
• • •
method of instruction, we desire to register approximately
his B.S. degree from the University
te if the
A minimum of two years of college
ly.
students in the first-year class this fall. It would be appropria
an
made
been
has
June,
in
Maine
of
work required for admission.
EDITOR'S NOTE: You might try
Maine colleges were uniformly represented.
assistant in plant biology.
A limited number of scholarships
studying, tool
.
available to college graduates
Catalog on request.
Capt. Loupret To Leave
179 EXCIIANGE ST., BANGOR
LL.B. Degree conferred
Stan ford University Dramatists'
Gerald G. Gibbs, Coast
Captain
PEABODY LAW SCHOOL
Address
women
and
men
Admits
TeL 3319
whose tour of foreign alliance is offering $200 for the best
Corps,
!finery
\
Maine
Portland,
Street,
e
110 Exchang
47 MT. VERNON ST.. BOSTON
by
-,tvice in the Canal Zone expires in student-written comedy submitted
Near State House
June, has been detailed for duty at May 1. (A.C.P.)
the University of Maine to replace
Princeton. N. J.—ACP)Thirty-si x
I Captain George G. Loupret. Captain
n University seniors are
Princeto
from
degree
B.S.
Gibbs received his
attendance at all classes
from
exempt
Academy
the United States Military
the no-course plan, but they're
and is a graduate of the Coast Artil- under
finding more work to do and more
lery School.
to attend than the average
classes
NiederJ.
Assistant Professor E.
senior.
frank has been granted leave of abAll became eligible for the special
sence for the academic year 1940-1941
of study by virtue of their high
plan
to do graduate work in rural sociology
scholastic averages in the last two
the
at
s
economic
ral
agricultu
and
years. Now they're devoting long
University of Wicsonsin toward his
hours to completion of senior theses
has
absence
Ph.D. degree. A leave of
broader and more difficult topics
on
also been granted Robert I. Ashman,
usually undertaken .
than
associate professor of forestry, for the
Nearly every man is attending lecacademic year 1940-1941.
tures and preceptorials in at least four
undergraduate or graduate courses.
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Bark to East for New Program
Ever since his attendance at the
University, Rudy has been known
as a loyal and interested alumnus and
has maintained a number of close contacts with the campus. Although his
multiple engagements have heretofore
prevented his return to a Commencement, he has been at Orono occasionally since his student days. This
year, with a new radio program and
other engagements bringing him to the
East, he has a long-awaited opportunity to be back "in person" for the
climax of the college year.

member of the cross country and track
squads and a pledge to Phi Mu Delta.
Shepard is treasurer of the class; he
was on dean's list last semester. He
is a football player and a pledge to
Phi Gamma Delta. Stewart is a member of the cross country and track

NORTHEASTERN
UNIVERSITY
LAW
SCHOOL

CONNOR'S PRINTING CO.

DO

YOU SMOKE THE CIGARETTE

THAT SATISFIES

l

CHESTERFIELD

Goo'

GIVES YOU A

I

e

BETTER-TASTING
DEFINITELY MILDER SMOKE
The one aim of Chesterfield
is to give you more smoking
pleasure. And no cigarette gives
smokers such complete smoking
enjoyment as you get from Chesterfield, with its Definitely Milder,
Cooler, Better Taste.
The best cigarette tobaccos that
in
grow Tobacco/and, U.S. A. and in
far-away Turkey and Greece are combined right in Chesterfield to give
smokers everything they could ask for.
If you want real smoking satisfaction
... make your next pack Chesterfield.

EN HATS
YOUR LATEST OUTSTANDING SCRE

BANGOR and ORONO
M & P Theatres
OPERA HOUSE
BANGOR
Fri., Sat.. May 24, 25

Thurs.. May 23

Robert Taylor, Vivian Leigh
in

"TWO GIRLS ON
BROADWAY"
Lana Turner, Joan Blonde!'

"WATERLOO
BRIDGE"

Geo. Murphy
Popular Science—Comedy
Cartoon

An exciting drama skillfully
portrayed
Sun., Mon., Tues., Wed.
May 26, 27, 211, 29

Fri. & Sat., May 24-25

1
1

"BUCK BENNY
RIDES AGAIN"
Jack Benny, Ellen Drew

1

Rochester
News—Comedy
Mickey Mouse

Anna Neagle
in
"IRENE"
The Musical of the Year

Sun. & Mon., May 26-27

"ABE LINCOLN IN
ILLINOIS"
BETTER MADE
FOR
BETTER
SMOKING

FOLEY McCLINTOCK and DONNA CAE are
two of the busiest stars on Fred Waring's
Chesterfield PLEASURE TIME broadcasts.

hester le

AMERICA'S BUSIEST CIGARETTE

Ch•sterfisild must
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hone right
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and
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ry detail to
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J. $ A.") hi.crolAcc.ou"N.0",

BIJOU
BANGOR

Raymond Ma,,ey, Ruth Gordon
Paramount News
Feature 2.45-6.45-9.00

sat., Sun.. Mon., "fur,
May 25, 26, 17, 28

Tonite's the "Big Nite"

Alice Faye

"BLACK FRIDAY"

in

Boris Karloff, Bella Lugosi
Comedy—Stranger than Fiction

Tiles.. May 28
showing

"LILLIAN RUSSELL"
w:th
Don Ameche, Henry Fonda
A great picture of a gay era
gone by. The Gas

Copyzighi 1940. LIMXTT &

Mim. Taws. C..

dne

Wed., May 29

"DR. CYCLOPS"
Nlbert Decker. Janice Logan
In Technicolor
News—Comedy

